
 

 

Reporting Students Enrolled in a Juvenile Justice Alternative Education Program (JJAEP) 

Instructions: Local educational agencies (LEAs) are required to compile a list of all students with individualized education programs (IEPs) 

eligible for the SPPI 13 data collection. This list should also include students enrolled in Juvenile Justice Alternative Education Programs (JJAEPs). 

 

 
Path One 

Identify students enrolled on a JJAEP campus. 

1. Find the nine-digit county district campus number for the JJAEP in AskTED or the TEAL SPPI 13 application.  

2. Request the enrollment list for the JJAEP campus from the PEIMS coordinator. 

3. Is there one or more students enrolled in a JJAEP campus? 

4. No 

5. LEA should adhere to the TEAL SPPI 13 Application instruction to report “No students meet the data collection criteria for a JJAEP campus”. 

Path Two 

Identify students enrolled on a JJAEP campus. 

1. Find the nine-digit county district campus number for the JJAEP in AskTED or the TEAL SPPI 13 application.  

2. Request the enrollment list for the JJAEP campus from the PEIMS coordinator. 

3. Is there one or more students enrolled in a JJAEP campus? 

4. Yes 

5. Do any students enrolled at a JJAEP campus meet the criteria for the SPPI 13 Data collection? 

6. No 

7. LEA should adhere to the TEAL SPPI 13 Application instruction to report “No students meet the data collection criteria for a JJAEP campus”. 

Path Three 

Identify students enrolled on a JJAEP campus. 

1. Find the nine-digit county district campus number for the JJAEP in AskTED or the TEAL SPPI 13 application.  

2. Request the enrollment list for the JJAEP campus from the PEIMS coordinator. 

3. Is there one or more students enrolled in a JJAEP campus? 

4. Yes 

5. Do any students enrolled at a JJAEP campus meet the criteria for the SPPI 13 Data collection? 

6. Yes 

7. LEA includes student(s) from the JJAEP in the alphabetized list for SPPI 13. 

8. LEA follows the student “Selection Procedures” for SPPI 13 reporting. 

9. LEA selects one or more students enrolled in a JJAEP campus for the SPPI 13 data collection reporting? 

10. No 

11. LEA should adhere to the TEAL SPPI 13 Application instruction to report “No students meet the data collection criteria for a JJAEP campus”. 

Path Four 

Identify students enrolled on a JJAEP campus. 

1. Find the nine-digit county district campus number for the JJAEP in AskTED or the TEAL SPPI 13 application.  

2. Request the enrollment list for the JJAEP campus from the PEIMS coordinator. 

3. Is there one or more students enrolled in a JJAEP campus? 

4. Yes 

5. Do any students enrolled at a JJAEP campus meet the criteria for the SPPI 13 Data collection? 

6. Yes 

7. LEA includes student(s) from the JJAEP in the alphabetized list for SPPI 13. 

8. LEA follows the student “Selection Procedures” for SPPI 13 reporting. 

9. LEA selects one or more students enrolled in a JJAEP campus for the SPPI 13 data collection reporting? 

10. Yes 

11. LEA should adhere to the TEAL SPPI 13 application instructions to report students for the SPPI 13 data collection reporting. 
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